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Abstract

Today, the security requirements of society have placed biometrics at the center of a large debate as it is becoming a key aspect in a multitude of applications. Proposed system is the implementation of the embedded system for the online signature, fingerprint and key pattern verification. And provides secured authentication system. The work describes the complete biometric algorithm for enrollment phase and evaluation phase. In proposed system, android phone and fingerprint module R305 are used for data acquisition process. Subsequently, signature and fingerprint images are aligned by applying HMM and DTW algorithm respectively. Proposed system provide extra layer of security as both the characteristics of biometrics are used in it, as well knowledge factor and inherence factor of authentication are included. This work implements securing system access using multi-sensor biometrics for authorization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric is related to the human characteristics and traits. Biometric authentication is the realistic authentication form of identification and access control. Multimodal biometric systems use more than one biometrics to overcome the limitations of unimodal biometric systems. As we know, from the beginning Fingerprint and signature play very vital role in the process of identification. Fingerprint and signature are needed in many places for personal identification. It is widely used in the field of finance, access control and security. Today, the security requirements of society have placed biometrics at the center of a large debate as it is becoming a key aspect in a multitude of applications [1]. There are many more other personal authentication techniques as well. Some of them uses the possession of the token (i.e ID cards) and some of them are knowledge based (i.e password, key-phase etc). But, the token based technique whose attributes can be stolen or lost whereas knowledge based approaches whose attributes can be forgotten, which become major drawback of such techniques. But the biometrics attributes, do not suffer from such disadvantages.

Biometric identifiers are the measurable characteristics. It can be classified into two type’s i.e ‘Physiological and Behavioral’. The type which is based on the biological traits of user such as fingerprint, hand geometry, face etc is known as Physiological Biometrics and the trait which shows the pattern of behavior of a person such as, voice and signature are known as Behavioral Biometrics [2]. To the best of our knowledge, proposed biometric model gives the proper authentication with extra layer of security. In this proposed system, we are using both traits of biometrics physiological trait fingerprint and behavioral trait signature. So, we say proposed system is a multi-model biometric system. Toward these direction the contribution of these paper is three fold: First we are using signature (behavioral trait), secondly fingerprint(biological trait) and lastly key pattern. When all these three parameters matches then and only then user get authorized. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basic theory of the multimodal biometric system. Section III presents the DTW and HMM algorithm. Section IV shows the experimental setup with result and finally Section V presents the conclusions.
II. MULTIMODEL BIOMETRIC SYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the architecture adopted by proposed system which having generic architecture as a basic platform with some additional advantages features. As shown in Fig. 1 system having three inputs i.e signature, finger print and key pattern.

![Architecture of proposed Multimodal biometric system](image)

Working of proposed system can be sub divided into following stages-

- Data Acquisition
- Image pre-processing
- Feature Extraction
- Classification

1. Data Acquisition- Data acquisition is the process of collecting input data from input devices. So signatures are collected using android mobile phone whereas finger prints are collected from the Finger Print Sensor R305.

2. Image pre-processing- Preprocessing stage is used to reduce the noise and normalized the images obtained from input devices. The preprocessing stage is enclosed by normalization, segmentation, filtering like processes. Binarization and thinning process are carried out over the finger print image in the preprocessing stage.

3. Feature Extraction - Feature extraction is the efficiency measure tool for the signature verification process. Proposed system, deals with the dynamic features and used function based features as signature is characterized in terms of time function. Dynamic features are extracted from signatures that are acquired in real time which make the signature more unique [5] [6].

   In proposed system, we are going to deal with the some features like thinning of images, perimeter, area, orientation, eccentricity etc. Pattern of interleaved ridges and valleys lines can be described by a fingerprint image. Minutia is the unique feature of the ridges. Minutia points occur at ridges bifurcation. Bifurcation is the process where a ridge split into two lines at specific points. For the proposed system for that purpose we are using dynamic time wrapping technique. This technique aims to minimize the effects of distortion and time-shift between two signatures collected in different sessions.

4. Classification:

   In verification process, authentication of signature, fingerprint and key pattern are done. In these, the features of signature and finger print and key pattern which stored in data base during enrolment stage are matched with test signature, fingerprint and key pattern. K nearest neighbors(KNN) classifier used for the classification stage.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & IMPLEMENTATION

1. Pre saving of segmentation on android: In gesture builder library emulator save the gesture file. It provide extra layer of security.

2. User Registration: User draw the sign on the android phone it followed by fingerprint scan on the module R302. Both the input saves to the data base. Key pattern also generated by the user. All these three data are saved by user name on knowledge base.

3. User evaluation: As we know, authentication process consists of two phase, enrollment phase and verification phase. We finish enrollment phase through the user registration. Now whatever data we are needed for evaluation i.e signature, fingerprint and key pattern is already stored in data base. Here we compare previously stored user data with newly enrolled if all the parameters matches then we get the proper authentication result.

A. Signature process:
For the signature, we are using android phone as a input. Wireless connection should be created between Android phone and Matlab. The gesture file which is created when user touches the screen and it gets stored in Matlab. Touch gesture occurs when a user places one or more fingers on the touch screen, and application interprets that pattern of touches as a particular gesture. The gesture starts when the user first touches the screen, continues as the system tracks the position of the user's finger(s), and ends by capturing the final event of the user's fingers leaving the screen. Android provides the Gesture Detector class for detecting common gestures.

A Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) is used with the signature process. HMM process consist of two processes, they are an underlying process and an observable process. So HMM is called as a doubly stochastic process. The process which is hidden from observation is known as an underlying process and the process which is determined by the underlying process is called as an observable process. Knn classifier is used for classification. K nearest neighbors is a simple algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases based on a similarity measure. A case is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the case being assigned to the class most common amongst its K nearest neighbors measured by a distance function. If K = 1, then the case is simply assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor.

B. Fingerprint process:
For fingerprint in proposed system we are using fingerprint sensor module R305. This module is with TTL UART interface for direct connections to microcontroller UART or to PC through MAX232 / USB-Serial adapter. The user can store the fingerprint data in the module and can configure it in 1:1 or 1: N mode for identifying the person.
Dynamic timing wrapping is implemented on fingerprint for the feature extraction. Dynamic time warping (DTW) is an algorithm for measuring similarity between two temporal sequences which may vary in time. DTW is a method that calculates an optimal match between two given sequences (e.g. time series).

- Two time series Q & C.
  
  \[ Q = q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n \]
  
  \[ C = c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n \]

- Construct an \( m \times n \) matrix \( D \) with distances \( D_{ij} = d(q_i, c_j) \)

- Warping path \( W \) is a contiguous set of matrix elements \( W_k = (i, j) \)

Find: \[ \text{DTW}(Q, C) = \min \sqrt{\sum W_k} \]

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The complete embedded system works in two phases of authentication i.e. enrollment phase and evaluation phase. In enrollment phase signature, fingerprint and user name are stored on database. In evaluation phase, system compares the user’s signature, fingerprint and key pattern with previously stored one and according to that evaluation phase give its output. This system gives the correct authentication when all three parameters are correct. If system found that any among three is not matching with the previous one then we are not getting any authentication. System display the message “match not found”.

We can observe the evaluation phase and enrollment phase in following fig. As all setups are done, firstly our set up check whether serial port connections is done or not and it displays as shown in Fig.4.

**Fig. 4 Serial port connection**

**Fig. 5(a) Signature enrollment Fig. 5(b) Fingerprint enrollment**

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) shows enrollment phase, in which user must enroll signature and finger print respectively. Fig 5(c) shows how to user save his data by his name. Fig 5(d) shows the result of enrollment process. User information is stored in data base.

**Fig 5(c) Enrollment of user name**

**Fig. 5(d) Enrollment phase result**

**Fig 6 Authentication’s result**
In evaluation phase, classification is carried out between previously stored information with present one. Same steps are carried out for evaluation phase, same as shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) and key pattern also must be entered. Finally authentication is displayed as shown in Fig. 6. In following table we tabularized the result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Actual sign</th>
<th>Actual fingerprint</th>
<th>System detected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>User 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>User 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>User 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>Match not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>Match not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>User 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 7</td>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>Match not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>User 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Result tabulation

CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes the implementation of the embedded system for the online signature, fingerprint and key pattern verification. And provide the biometric system for authentication with the extra layer of security. These paper implement such a biometric system which consist of ‘Physiological trait(fingerprint) as well Behavioral trait (signature) of biometrics. The complete embedded system works in two phases of authentication i.e enrollment phase and evaluation phase. In enrollment phase signature, fingerprint and user name are stored on database. In evaluation phase, system compares the user signature, fingerprint and key pattern with previously stored one. Thus it proposed a real time authentication framework for authentication.
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